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Omi brought Master Tianxiang’s recommendation letter with him to the Great Hall of Immortal Pills
once again.

“It’s you again, what are you doing here.”As soon as he walked into the Great Hall of Immortal Pills, he
saw an old man who was a Level 2 Immortal Pill Master, the same Level 2 Immortal Pill Master who had
stopped Omi last time.

“Coming to assess a Level 1 Immortal Pillar Master.”Omi said.

That old man shouted, “Get out of here, I already said last time that I would never let you take the
assessment, don’t you understand human language?You think I’m teasing you?”

Omi snorted, “How arrogant, what if I have to take the test.”

“Oh, ridiculous, can you take the test without my approval?”

Omi slapped it over.

“Pah.”That old man flew away, although this old man was a Second Grade Immortal, he was only at the
pre-Human Immortal stage, he was no match for Omi.

“You dare to hit me?”That old man was furious, he was a Second Grade Immortal Master, more than a
mortal immortal level strong man befriending him, he actually dared to beat him.

Omi quickly pulled out his recommendation letter, at this time it was better not to talk nonsense with
him, after all, he was a second level Immortal Dane, if he went to a certain immortal country, even
Earth Immortal powerhouses would have to be treated politely, he could call out a group of Mortal
Immortal powerhouses to exterminate Omi in minutes.When he said that, Omi was still a bit scared
inside when he did this slap job.

Omi said, “Look closely, what am I?” One second to remember to read the book

That old man suddenly looked at the recommendation letter in Omi’s hand, and as if his immortal mind
swiped a QR code, he saw a beautiful woman in his immortal mind.

“Ah.”That old man’s face changed, it was Master Tianxiang.

In his immortal thoughts, Master Tianxiang said, “He called my best friend’s friend, trouble the
masters of Immortal Pill, don’t make it difficult for him, let him successfully assess, thank you all.”

The recommendation letter was just a short sentence, it was fromMaster Tianxiang himself, it was
impossible to fake it, because this old man had also met Master Tianxiang and recognized her spiritual
scent, it was genuine.

Omi put the recommendation letter away.



That old man still looked shocked and didn’t return to his senses.Although Master Tianxiang would
have been a Second Grade Immortal Pill Master, he understood that they weren’t on the same level at
all.

That old man didn’t understand why Omi knewMaster Tianxiang, no, he was Master Tianxiang’s best
friend.

Omi said, “How about it, do you need me to show you the recommendation letter again?If that doesn’t
work, I’ll have to go and invite Master Tianxiang over.”

That old man’s face was accosted and he said, “No need.”After saying that, he touched his face that
was just beaten and pert, still very upset in his heart.

Omi said, “Don’t be unhappy either, if you are unhappy, you can go ask around and find out who
Master Tianxiang’s lady friend is, getting you killed guarantees minutes.”

The old man’s body trembled, get him killed in minutes?

Omi grunted, “Really, if you don’t do it, you won’t die, so visionless, but also daring to work in the Hall
of Immortals, I’m able to learn on my own, you think I’m an ordinary person, right.”

The old man had a bad feeling in his heart, at least, he had dispelled his intention of finding someone
to kill Omi, originally, he wanted to find a few mortal immortals to get Omi killed.I believe that the
strong Mortal Immortals willing to help him get Omi killed could be lined up, and he would only need
to help the other party refine the Immortal Pill once.But now, he cancelled that plan.

Omi saw the old man’s face ease up, he was secretly happy, this old man, I guess with Yun Gong

The Immortal Kingdom’s Grandmaster Chen is on the same level.

In the future, when you return to the Yunluo Immortal Kingdom, if Master Chen is also arrogant in
front of Omi, this letter of recommendation can be shown to Master Chen as well.

Grandmaster Tianxiang’s status in the field of Immortal Pill is not something that ordinary people can
look up to.Of course, the main reason was because of Master Tianxiang’s fourth-grade Immortal Pill
Master.

Whoever could offend a rank four Immortal Pill Master, that was even the Upper Immortals would
have to be friends with him.

Next, Omi was brought to a registration office and signed up smoothly.

“Please follow me to the assessment.”The old man said with a black face, as if he was greatly wronged
and had nowhere to vent his anger.

“Oh.”

Then, there was another place, and at the moment, there were several Xian Dan masters at that place.

Generally speaking, the assessment was mainly for Level 1 Immortal Pillars, and Level 2 Immortal
Pillars.

“Master Lu, this person wants to assess a first level Immortal Pillar Master.”



“Oh, let him in.”

“Go in.”After saying that, the old man left first.

Omi walked up to Master Lu, Master Lu looked at Omi’s application form and saw that in the column of
recommended instructors, it was written as Tianxiang, he was startled, and his entire appearance, as if
he was immediately much more energetic.

“Hello, Brother Tang, don’t be nervous, you’ll definitely pass the assessment.”Master Lu said
enthusiastically.

Omi knew that it must have been seeing Tianxiang’s name that made him suddenly so enthusiastic.

“Good.”

“Come, let’s go to the assessment.”Grandmaster Lu invited Omi to an alchemy room, which had a lot of
pill furnaces of various kinds.

It was the first time Omi had seen so many pill furnaces, the one Omi was using now was very
low-grade, the ordinary furnaces bought in the world, and Omi’s true fire was only one taste, but it
was enough for now.

That Master Lu said, “You pick a pill furnace yourself, by the way, the fire you’re using right now
should still be one flavor of Void Fire.”

“No, one flavour of real fire.”Omi said.

That Master Lu’s eyes twinkled and he laughed, “Little brother, don’t joke with me, even I still use two
flavors of Void Fire, not to mention you, even Master Tianxiang’s master, a fourth-grade Immortal Pill
Master, only uses five flavors of Void Fire.”

Omi struck out with a palm strike, a crimson flame spraying out of his hand, the heat of the flame was
very high.

Master Lu’s eyes flashed with disdain, but his mouth laughed, “You’re a flavor of Void Fire, and it’s a
rather poor one at that.”

“Uh, I’m a virtual fire, I thought it was a real fire, I asked a girl to learn it before.”

“True fire isn’t that easy to make, we Immortal Pill masters, technique is one thing, mastering what
kind of fire technique is another.The Xian Dan masters who can use true fire are almost all above the
fifth level, and in the Earth Immortal World, it’s hard to find a Xian Dan master above the fifth
level.When you go out in the future, don’t say that you’re using in true fire, it’s understandable that an
outsider doesn’t understand, but you’re considered an insider, and you’re still bragging about using
true fire, you’ll get into a joke when you run into an insider.”

“Oh.”Omi nodded ashamedly, so to speak, the fire that Little Fire was spewing wasn’t real fire either,
it was virtual fire.

Let’s just say, how could a real fire be so easy.

“Alright, you can start the assessment, I’ll record all the processes of your assessment with this
memory crystal.”
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